Recent emergence of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum has posed possible alternatives to global payments as well as financial assets around the globe, so measuring their financial risk is crucial for investors and financial regulators. Analysis of price fluctuations in financial markets is often based on the assumption of a Gaussian distribution, which fails to capture the extreme values and leads to the underestimating of the risks. In this paper we first show that the behaviors of price fluctuations of cryptocurrencies can also be characterized by the fat-tail Lévy's stable distribution by our parameter estimation method. After confirming that price returns of cryptocurrencies follow Lévy's stable distribution, we discuss the recent market instability by focusing on one of the parameters of the distribution, which can characterize the fat-tailed behavior of cryptocurrency price returns. Our analysis shows that the fluctuations of estimated tail index parameter could be a candidate for the measure to capture extreme price behaviors of recently emerging cryptocurrencies and the tail index can be applicable for risk management and their financial modeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Analysis of financial price fluctuations have long been assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution for its simplicity and compatibility. As an example, the famous Black-Scholes model [1] is formulated under this assumption. However, extreme fluctuations have been observed repeatedly in financial markets; notable examples include the financial crisis of 2007-2008 which caused turbulence of the market. In fact, asset returns are known to follow the Lévy's stable distribution, which has fatter tails with power-laws compared to a Gaussian distribution [2] [3] [4] [5] . Lévy's stable distribution is one of the most famous parametric fat-tailed distributions with power-laws, which allows us to model a wide range of scientific fields. Many studies have presented the empirical validity of a Lévy stable distribution. Xu [6] demonstrated that a Lévy stable distribution is better fitted to Chinese stock market than the classical Black-Scholes model. Menabde [7] suggested that rainfall events can be best modeled by the Lévy's stable distribution. A common feature in these studies is to analyze social issues with the consideration of observed extreme values. Moreover, in a theoretical context, Lévy's stable distribution is closely related with the generalized central limit theorem (GCLT) [8] and the super-generalized central limit theorem (SG-CLT) [9] . The GCLT suggests that when each random variable follows a power-law distribution with an infinite variance, the sum of the independently identically distributed random variables converges to a Lévy's stable distribution. The SGCLT, an extension of the GCLT, reveals that under the same conditions of the GCLT, the superposition of non-identical stochastic processes with power-laws also converges to a density of a Lévy's stable distribution. Thus, a portfolio return can possibly follow a Lévy's stable distribution if each asset return in the portfolio follows a class of a Lévy's stable distribution. This argument enables us to capture inherent characteristics of asset price fluctuations as well as the expected return and risk for portfolio management in a more precise manner.
Recently, cryptocurrencies have attracted considerable attention across the world as a newly emerging financial asset. The market has grown explosively since 2009 when Bitcoin was released by Satoshi Nakamoto [10] , and the market temporary marked an astounding market capitalization of over 200 billion dollars in 2017. Speculative investments during the boom have accelerated the sharp rises in the prices of cryptocurrencies. In some countries such as China and Korea, financial regulators with concern about their possibly substantial effects on business imposed strict regulations on cryptocurrency transactions. Like other financial assets, cryptocurrency functions as medium of exchange, but it entails some crucial differences. One significant feature of cryptocurrencies is a decentralized financial system, supported by the blockchain based on the peer-to-peer network, rather than the central management system with a central bank. Blockchain technology also provides assurances of anonymity, contributing to a sophisticated system with a well-founded security (see [11] ). Since this alternative system allows for transactions without an intermediary, cryptocurrencies are expected to prevail as medium of exchange and storage of values in the future. Thus, examining price fluctuations of the new assets would provide financial regulators with some guidance to implement sound financial policy as well as individual and institutional investors with some keys to the portfolio risk management.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains a Lévy's stable distribution. Section 3 estimates parameters of the Lévy's stable distribution for each cryptocurrency and then instability of the market is discussed. In particular, we propose that the estimated tail index parameter representing the fatness of the tail can be a proxy to measure risks or an index to value the liquid market conditions. The final section concludes.
II. LÉVY'S STABLE DISTRIBUTION
This section summarizes the basics of Lévy's stable distributions used for analysis in this study. A Lévy's stable distribution was first introduced by Paul Lévy [12] , with tails that are expressed as power-functions. It is also called α-stable distribution, or stable distribution. With the constants c + > 0, c − > 0, α > 0, the PDF can be approximately written as
Stable distributions are defined as the following: A random variable X is said to be stable and have a stable distribution if there is a positive constant number c and a real number d ∈ R such that
for positive constant numbers a, b and when variables X 1 , X 2 are i.i.d. copies of X, where d = denotes equality in distribution [13] . Stable distribution is represented by 4 parameters α ∈ (0, 1], β ∈ [−1, 1], γ > 0, and δ ∈ (−∞, ∞). When the variables X follows the stable distribution, the notation
is often used. Here α is the tail index parameter, which indicates the fatness of the tail, β the skewness parameter, γ the scale parameter, and δ the location parameter. Stable distribution has a property that the mean does not exist for 0 < α ≤ 1, and the variance diverges for 0 < α < 2. Furthermore, the PDF cannot be written analytically except for a few cases (α = 2, β = 0; Gaussian distribution, α = 1, β = 0; Cauchy distribution, α = 1/2, β = 1; Lévy distribution). Instead, it is expressed by the characteristic function φ(k) (CF). The relation between PDF and CF is
When the variable X follows S(α, β, γ, δ), the CF can be shown as
Note that the distribution is symmetric if β = 0, righttailed if positive and left-tailed if negative.
III. ANALYSIS OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
In this section, there are four subsections starting with 6 cryptocurrency data set introduced for analyzing return distributions. The second subsection shows the results for the parameter estimation of returns when fitted by a stable distribution, and its goodness-of-fit by using the characteristic function is explained in the third subsection. Furthermore, instability of the market is discussed in the last section by means of how the estimated parameter α changes according to the price fluctuations. Outlooks for additional applications are also shown in the end.
A. Cryptocurrency Data Presentation
This subsection explains basic characteristics of our data of cryptocurrencies. Table I shows the market capitalization and the price of 6 major cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Ripple (XRP), Litecoin (LTC), Dash (DASH), and Monero (XMR). Data is taken from Cryptocurrency Market Capitalizations (https://coinmarketcap.com). Bitcoin is the most dominant cryptocurrency, and the others are rather considered as minor coins. However, recently some minor coins (alto-coins) such as Ripple and Litecoin have emerged rapidly as alternatives since the arrival of cryptocurrency boom in the mid 2017. While the alto-coins attracted great attention, the market capitalization of each altocoin have reached to more than a billion dollars. Given the possible impacts of the cryptocurrency market on the economy, such a boom cannot be ignored. 
B. Parameter Estimation
From the data above, we estimate the parameters of the fitted stable distributions that best describes the returns using an estimation method for stable distributions.
Since the PDF is not always expressed in a closed form, a simple Maximum likelihood method is not so effective. Numerous approaches are known for the parameter estimation, and the representatives are for instance; the loglog linear regression , Hill estimator [32] , the approximate maximum likelihood estimation [14] [15] [16] [17] , nonparametric quantile (QM) method [18, 19] , fractional lower order moment (FLOM) method [20] , method of log-cumulant [21, 22] , the CF based method [23] [24] [25] [26] and more. While the former two methods are widely used for tail index estimates, they significantly overestimate the index for stable distributions with α close to 2 [33] . Other methods have issues of limited range of estimation, a high computational cost, or requires a large number of data. The CF based method is most applied to analyzing data for its less defect compared to other methods. The estimator of choice is one of the CF based methods by FukunagaUmeno [26] , which gives a simple approach with applying regressions. It is fast and the accuracy is well enough to estimate cryptocurrency data. The parameters are estimated for each 6 currencies from 01/01/2017 to 01/05/2018. Note that the data set is an every 2-hour data (N=5820). Cryptocurrency price data can be obtained from poloniex (https://poloniex.com), with all the price exchange rates against USDT.(USDT is an abbreviation of Tether USD, which is one of the cryptocurrency asset that maintains the same value as the legal US dollar.) For each currency, the log-returns are firstly calculated from the price Y t as X t =log Y t+1 − log Y t . It is then standardized to (γ, δ)=(1, 0) and the parameters α and β are estimated. The results are shown on table II. Parameter α for every currency marked numbers between 1.4 and 1.5. This is absolutely smaller than 2, which clearly indicates that the return distribution have fat-tails compared to the α=2 Gaussian distribution. Figure 1 shows the fitted histogram using the stable distribution. It can be said that the estimated stable distribution well characterizes the fat-tails of cryptocurrency asset returns, as well as observed in other assets [2, 5] . The smallest tail parameter α was Ripple (α = 1.362), which has consistency to its fluctuation of the market with prices skyrocketing in the last few months. For the skew parameter β, bitcoin showed to be relatively left-tailed while the other altocoins came to be slightly right-tailed. Therefore, both parameters can offer clues to explain the relation of Bitcoin and alto-coins. Especially α can possibly refer to measure the instability of price fluctuations and provide us numerical rating for further applications.
C. Examine the Characteristic Function
For the goodness-of-fit, statistical tests have difficulty in practice due to the lack of fundamental statistics. As an alternative, the characteristic function (CF) is focused. The empirical CF obtained from the raw datâ φ(k) and the theoretical CF obtained from the estimated parameters φ(k) are compared in Figures 2 and 3 . Since the CF is a complex quantity, the comparison is shown distinctively in the real part and in the imaginary part. CF and PDF f (x) are explained by the Fourier transformation (FT) and they are in one-to-one correspondence. Near k = 0 corresponds to the tail portion of PDF, on the other hand, k with an extreme number corresponds to the center of the PDF. From the results, the CF has a good-fit for −1 < k < 1, in other words, well explains the behaviors of the tails for PDF.
D. Parameter Fluctuations and Cryptocurrency Crisis
This subsection explains that the tail parameter α can be interpreted as an index to evaluate the tendency of extreme variables and can be a candidate for evaluating the characteristics of the market.
When the fluctuation of α is observed as time-series, further insights for analyzing the extreme values are available. Specifically speaking, the increasement of α indicates the market to head towards to a "stablized" direction in terms of returns with thinner tails close to a Gaussian distribution. For the decline, it refers to the "instability" of the market, which indicates the tails of returns to be fatter and induce extreme values to make risks higher. This is a new point of view to measure not only the tail risks of asset returns as a whole, but also to understand the properties of asset returns in a short term period as well as explaining fluctuation behaviors of the market. Figure 4 shows the fluctuations of α for each cryptocurrency. For the data set used for the analysis, it is the same as mentioned in the parameter estimation (every 2-hour data, 01/01/2017 to 01/05/2018, N=5820). N=1400 data just before the observation value are used for obtaining one estimation value. 1400 data corresponds to the length of 4 months, which is an appropriate term to analyze the influences. The time-series behaviors are traced by moving-window analysis. Note that the window for one estimation is moved along the time series at a constant term. In May 2017, transactions of alto-coins have been active and made haste for prices to skyrocket. Figure 4 indicates during the boom in May, there were some relatively large fluctuations of α. Such fluctuations can be explained that the situation of the market was fluid and unstable. After the boom settled down, cryptocurrency faced issues such as the split of Bitcoin and the closure of some exchanges, which forced to provide the market with a sense of tension. This tension is represented as the gradually increasing α due to the skeptic investors being cautious against the market. In some sense, such situation with few adventurous investors can be considered to have high "stability" with high values of α. However, the most important property of the α-fluctuation emerges when we focus on the cryptocurrency crisis which occurred in 16/01/2017.
Ever since major exchanges began to launch cryptocurrency futures for the first time in the end of November 2017, greater cryptocurrency market cap has been expected which consequently triggered to urge more expectations for market inflation. Once again the market grew wild in terms of promoting a trading boom. Contract for Bitcoin was trading around a maximum of 22,000 dollars by December as well as alto-coins such as Ripple trading around a price an astonishing 250 times the previous year. Of course this second boom did not last forever.
One of the two largest cryptocurrency trading nations, Korea and China considered to ban some matters with respect to mining and opening anonymous accounts. And finally in 16/01/2017, China announced to weigh heavy regulations which promoted to threat investors. Prices of both bitcoin and alto-coins tumbled more than 15 percent in one day, the most dramatic fall in recent cryptocurrency history. It exactly corresponds to the period of our time-series as shown in the black vertical line when α have fallen sharply. As shown in the enlarged view of crisis in Fig 5, analyzed time-series have successfully captured the process of crisis in terms of remarkable declines of the index. Such outstanding phenomena can be seen in every cryptocurrency and its fluctuates may possibly explain the universal "instability" situation of the market.
In order to capture some inherit characterizations of the market as a whole, we introduce some possible applications of α time-series. The idea is simple; a weight for each cryptocurrency is set to be proportional to the market capitalization respectively, and the weighted average of each α is considered. This is illustrated in the red line in Fig 6, and may be interpreted as a fluctuation that explains the entire market. In addition, a simple moving average (SMA, 1000 data points, shown by the blue line) gives insight into visual trends of the fluctuation. When we take a look at the SMA, α tends to increase until the beginning of November when the trend once drops but switches again to an increasing trend after the crisis in January. Thus, under the supervision of SMA we can obtain the turning point of the α fluctuation as well as observations of the crisis. In this case, the point in the beginning of November indicates that the market is heading for an intensive direction. In this paragraph, we will explain to measure the recovery of the market from the crisis. The increasing trend after crisis does not necessarily have to be observed only from the SMA, as such tendency can also be seen by individual cryptocurrency α fluctuations. As the α increases and the market heads towards a "stabilized" direction, it can be expressed that the market is overcoming an "instable" situation. The process of recoverment from the crisis are shown in Fig 7 for each cryptocurrecy α fluctuations and weighted average α fluctuation. To grasp the phenomena, a simple linear regression by a least square method is calculated respectively and shown in bold lines. However, the trend switches around 01/04/2018, so we did not consider data points after the period in our calculation. From table III, the coefficients are all positive, which indicates to show some recovery. Especially for Ripple with the steepest coefficients of 2.34(×10 −4 ) (per 2 hours), it became clear that Ripple recovers quick, although it was most deadly affected by the crisis.
For further applications of α fluctuations, the relation of each cryptocurrency can be explained by searching into the correlation. To understand the correlation of each currency is important for investors to comprehend the back ground of market trends. A simple correlation in terms of inner product in table IV indicates all pairs have positive correlations, for some pairs they have quite strong relations almost close to 0.9. Visualized relations are shown in Fig 8 as a network , with thick bold branches higher than 0.8, and thin dotted branches between 0.7 and 0.8. Such approach to measure the relations may provide valid views for analyzing cryptocurrency assets in the future. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the behaviors of tempestuous price fluctuations in cryptocurrecy market was examined by the Lévy's stable distribution. The distribution of price asset returns in cryptocurrency market have shown to follow a fat-tailed Lévy's stable distribution, as well as discovered in other financial asset returns. As for the goodness-of-fit, an approach focused on comparing the CF was assessed for the confirmation. Additionally, for the tail index parameter α of the estimated Lévy's stable distribution, we have introduced several possible applications from novel points of view. While the fluctuation time series of α itself provided some vital information to evaluate whether the market is heading for an unstable direction, it also successfully captured the behavior of sudden unexpected events.
More performances were discussed as we look further into α fluctuations. The SMA of each α fluctuation yields to a time series that makes it possible to grasp trends of the entire market. Not only it gives informations about trends, but also insights to how strong they are related with each other, by means of calculating the correlations of α fluctuations. These basic ideas are expected to be developed and applied for further financial analysis for cryptocurrency.
The authors would like to thank Dr. Shin-itiro GOTO, Kyoto University, for giving us fruitful discussions. The method proposed by Fukunaga-Umeno [26] is a simple approach to estimate parameters parameters with high accuracy. The method is shown as below.
When analyzing data, it is common to assume the data are ergodic [27] . If X n (n = 1, 2, . . .) are ergodic for the measure ρ(x)dx in space M , the following equation holds [28] : 
Since the CF φ(k) of the Lévy stable distribution for α = 1 and k > 0 can be written as
we obtain the following equations for the empirical CF, log(− log |φ(k)|) =α log k +α logγ,
Here,φ R (k) is the real part, andφ I (k) is the imaginary part of the empirical CF. With y := log(− log |φ(k)|) and x := log k, the linear regression of equation (A3) gives the estimatorsα andγ. Then, with the obtained estimatorsα,γ, y = (1/k) arctan{φ I (k)/φ R (k)} and x =γα tan(πα/2)kα −1 , the linear regression of equation (A4) gives the estimatorsβ andδ. Note that k → 0 for CF corresponds to x → ∞ for the PDF. Since the characteristics of α appears in the tail portion of the PDF, the range for regression is recommended as k = [0.2, 1.0] with bins of 0.01. Koutrouvelis [24] have proposed a similar method, however, it lacks the procedure of standardization. The method also needs different values of Optimum Number of Points for different estimated α, which is unsuitable for time series applications of α fluctuations.
Standardization is an important process for estimation, since it is tough to estimate the parameters accurately when the scale and the location parameters (γ, δ) are far from the standardized (1, 0) . The procedure is supported by the property of Lévy stable distribution shown as below:
When the random variables are X When it is obvious that the results show α > 1, the mean of the Lévy's stable distribution turns equal to the location parameter. So, in this case it is also possible to estimateδ more simply bŷ
